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• One of the main goals of public and private 
cultural institutions (GLAMs) is the promotion 
and dissemination of knowledge.

• They accomplish their mission thanks to 
knowledge dissemination tools that include, 
among others, temporary and permanent 
exhibitions and exhibits that follow codified 
models, whose goal is to expose citizens to the 
national and international cultural and artistic 
heritage.
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The meeting between the languages and 
methods of traditional cultural promotion 
(non-virtual exhibits and exhibitions) and the 
promotion and dissemination of knowledge 
through web-based methods (online virtual 
exhibitions) have made it necessary to draft 
shared guidelines and recommendations that 
encourage the use of the web and maximize 
its potential.
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This guidelines, edited by MiBAC, aims to 

illustrate the state of the art in online virtual 

exhibitions, both on the basis of the actual 

experience accrued by various Italian institutes 

and the observation and analysis of international 

products.

Aim: to clarify some concepts that in literature 

are not yet fully codified, and give some 

recommendations to institutions who want to 

realise projects.
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1. CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS

• 1.1 Expositions, exhibitions, and shows

• 1.2 Online virtual exhibition

– 1.2.1 Thematic route

– 1.2.2 Digital item

– 1.2.3 Hypertext, hypermedia, multimediality, 
interactivity

– 1.2.4 Information architecture
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• The term exposition, in its broadest sense, indicates the 
rational process through which one attempts to divulge a 
concept or topic by explaining its logical content or linking it 
to other concepts or topics that help highlight its meaning

• The terms exhibition and show indicate events with a specific 
venue and time, during which the public can enjoy a series of 
objects, paper and/or multimedia documents, books, 
paintings, sculptures, and other items, related to one another 
and organized according to logical, thematic, spatial, historic, 
and/or authorial criteria, and made accessible either 
permanently or temporarily, through one or more narrative 
routes, with scientific, didactic, and/or promotional goals.
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Glossary 



Cultural institutions are increasingly recurring to exhibitions that fall 

outside the traditional space/time parameters, and are instead 
staged on IT platforms accessible via the web. These are online 
virtual exhibitions.
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An online virtual exhibition is a hypermedia collection accessible via
the web, and made up of digital items which are:

• linked together by a common threat, an inter-disciplinary topic, a 
concept, an idea, an anniversary, a special event, or a physical person

• displayed in 2D or 3D

• occasionally memorised in distributed networks

• made accessible through the potential provided by modern 
technology, thanks to a system architecture designed to provide 
user-centred, absorbing experiences

• dynamic products that can offer services and be updated 
periodically.
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• Virtual exhibitions are often generated by real events, even though 
they may result in products that are autonomous, due to the web 
language they use.

• Online virtual exhibitions can be staged with more or less 
sophisticated IT tools, depending on the degree of complexity and 
the goals in question.
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• The most basic exhibitions serve as an advertising 
showcase for real events, including through an ad 
hoc website. These are often part of a broader set 
of coordinated marketing actions, whose main goal 
is to increase the number of visitors to the 
exhibition. These websites generally comprise a 
series of informative pages and a photo gallery 
featuring the exhibition’s highlights.
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• One step up on the complexity ladder are virtual 
visits to real exhibitions, based on a specific web 
project aiming to depict the exhibition’s actual 
arrangements, and allowing users to approximate 
as much as possible a real visit, enhanced at times 
by information pages. Sometimes users need to 
download specific software in order to access this 
service.
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• The most sophisticated are complex virtual 
exhibitions making full use of the conceptual, 
instrumental, and linguistic tools provided by new 
technologies, and using the full extent of their 
potential.
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• In summary, a collection of digital items, in and of itself, 
does not constitute a material or virtual exhibition. It is 
only when the items are carefully selected to illustrate a 
topic, and are tied together forming a narrative or a logical 
itinerary, that they constitute an exhibition.

• Online virtual exhibitions, independently of degree of 
sophistication of the technology used, can and must be put 
together in such a way that they can provide alternative 
experiences to the real event, which can involve the user in 
a process of discovery, knowledge acquisition, and learning.
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Definition of the architecture
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The three macroacreas of a virtual exhbition: contents, information, services



• 2.1. Conception

– 2.1.1 Brainstorming 

– 2.1.2 Thematic relations

– 2.1.3 Virtual exhibitions and thematic routes for educational purposes

• 2.2. From planning to creation

– 2.2.1. The project team

– 2.2.2. Selection of digital resources

– 2.2.3 Definition of the architecture: contents, information, and services

– 2.2.4  The technology to be used

• 2.2.4.1 Mobile devices

• 2.2.4.2 Augmented reality

– 2.2.5  The budget

– 2.2.6 Definition of operating phases and timeline

• 2.3 Testing, publication, communication, and dissemination

– 2.3.1  Testing and publication

– 2.3.2. Communication and dissemination

• 2.3.2.1 Traditional communication tools

• 2.3.2.2 Social media marketing

• 2.4 Updating, maintenance, and conservation
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Production process of a virtual exhibition



3. EIGHTEEN RECOMMENDATIONS AND ONE PIECE OF ADVICE

4. TOOL KIT

4.1 Graphic design

4.2 Text style

4.3 Multi-media resources

– 4.3.1 Still Images

– 4.3.1.1 OCR: text conversion 

– 4.3.2  Audio

– 4.3.3  Video

– 4.3.4  3D 

• 4.3.4.1 Computer graphics

• 4.3.4.2 Immersive photography

• 4.3.4.3 Anaglyph images

4.4 Copyright, re-use of content, and access modalities
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– help promote the cultural heritage preserved by 
the institution

– are a learning tool that helps enhance knowledge 

– can make accessible an amount of documents and 
items that is much greater than what any material 
exhibition could ever manage to display 

– can make accessible to the public the most 
valuable works and documents, without putting 
the national and international cultural heritage at 
risk 
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Advantages 



– help users enjoy documents and works that may 
not be accessible otherwise

– make it possible to view parts and details of works 
that could not otherwise be seen, not even through 
the direct observation of the original 

– remain accessible over time, since they are not 
limited to the duration  of the actual event

– can almost always be “visited” free of charge by 
users from all over the world, who may not be able 
to visit the actual exhibition 
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Advantages



– they are dynamic, since they can be modified even 
after they have been changed, both with regards to 
planning aspects and to their activities and 
contents 

– can be enhanced by the contributions of users

– they can be staged even on limited budgets, and 
are less expensive that actual exhibitions 

– they can serve as an online archive for information 
related to the material exhibition

– they can have positive repercussions on the 
tourism industry.
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Linee guida per la realizzazione di 

mostre virtuali

http://www.otebac.it/index.php?it/320/m

ostre-virtuali-online-linee-guida-per-la-

realizzazione



How may virtual exhibitions benefit 
from e-infrastructures?

We expect an answer from the experts

Thanks!

Maria Teresa Natale
otebac@beniculturali.it

mariateresa.natale@gmail.com


